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Opening Statement 
Coach Cori: “First of all thank you for being here. We at UCLA feel like we are 
experiencing a direct result of the hard work of a lot of people in this room and the 
exposure to the conference, so thank you for that. I’m really excited about season, 
I’m enjoying the chemistry of this team, it’s going to be an incredibly different looking 
than in the past. I think it’s gonna surprise some people, we’re going to have sort of a 
special group. I’m enjoying my third year, I feel like it’s the first time we’re getting the 
foundation of our culture, moving in that direction that reflects staff, it’s been fun to 
watch that evolve. Thanks again for being here.” 
 
On the current recruiting class progress: 
Cori: “Nothing so far, because they’re coming in next year. So I’m not allowed to 
comment on any of the individuals until they actually sign in November, but I can tell 
you that a major piece of signing the number one class in the country is the 
increased experience we’re able to offer through Pac-12 Networks and through our 
extensive TV contracts. We’ve been losing west coast talent for years, it’s not just 
UCLA that’s keeping people home, it’s other Pac-12 schools that are keeping people 
home and I do not think we’d be in such a strong position to do that without the 
influence and incredible growth on Pac-12 networks.” 
 
On impact of injures: 
Cori: “There is an impact…I’m sad for those young ladies, Kari Korver and Kacy 
Swain, they had made tremendous commitment to us over summer…and it was just 
a freak - hard to predict, so I’m sad for them…but it really hasn’t changed much. I 
thought we wouldd press more, I thought we were gonna extend our defense more, 
we’re probably not…but more because of a depth issue not because of a personnel 
issue. I think the style of team, some of our new players have added really significant 
pieces that have been really good. They’re a bummer, but we’ve just committed as a 
team that we aren’t going to allow each other to talk about them, we aren’t even 
going to talk about them in the locker room because we’re excited for pieces we do 
have. We’re sad that they won’t have the same role that they would want to play, but 
we feel like we have enough.” 
 
On the impact of Coach Wooden at UCLA: 
Atonye: “It’s a great history, great legacy that Coach Wooden has left upon us…even 
here in this building, his quote is on the side of the wall, so knowing you are a part of 
history and Coach Wooden’s legacy is a part of you now…Coach Cori does a great job 
in implementing things that he did – not only winning strategies but tactics to build 
young collegiate athletes into people beyond athletics I think is great and wonderful. 
So I am appreciative that Coach Cori is able to build me as a basketball player and as 
a woman off the court.” 



On Atonye’s school status: 
Atonye: “I’ve completed my undergrad in Sociology, Gender Studies and Education. 
I’m currently in the M.A. program of African American Studies with a focus in 
Psychology, so they teach you to think really critically. I am learning with the curve. 
[How it translates to basketball]: I would say analyze – it’s obviously hard to not 
overthink a lot of things…but how studies translate on the court, it’s focus. You have 
to have mental focus being in masters program, as some of you may now and that 
focus and that concentration and discipline allows me to be great athlete.” 
Cori: “Atonye is one of the best competitors I’ve been around. I think you have to 
learn to compete on that level in the classroom to get into grad school, She’s one of 
the highest basketball IQ players, it doesn’t matter if it’s a drill or a game, she has 
incredible ability to be very smart, but will do whatever it takes to win.” 
 
On their position to be able to surprise people: 
Cori: “We had three young ladies redshirt that are added…we have three experienced 
players coming back to us in Lauren Holiday, Rhema Gardner and Corrine Costa…I 
think that they’ve been around, so they aren’t starting in green…we’re really only 
adding Luiana Livulo from Portugal, a JC transfer in our starting lineup and 
Dominique William. Summer access has changed that too, we’ve gotten a lot of great 
reps, and some great opportunities to get to know each other and build our 
chemistry. I think we had incredible playmakers last year, people that could put the 
team on their back and make some incredible plays. But sometimes we needed to be 
a little more solid. With this team we won’t have the hero plays as much, but we 
won’t have zero plays…we have to be much more solid on the defensive side of the 
floor and I think we’re going to take better care of basketball. We’re going to be really 
fundamentally sound and it’s gonna take teamwork and chemistry – which I know 
sounds like real cliché  coach words, but it won’t be an individual putting the team on 
their back, though Atonye does some really amazing things…the consistency  is going 
to be grown through consistency and teamwork and I think that’s what’s going to be 
at new level.” 
 
On fundamental aspect of freshman class and how it could be a 
benchmark of their game: 
Cori: “It’s very true I call it three and a half international players…we have Paulina 
Hersler from Sweden, Luiana Livulo from Portugal, Nirra Fields from Canada, and 
we’ll call 6’9” Savannah Trapp from Minnesota- she’s in a-whole-nother country too. I 
think Hersler’s going to join us in January and she’s someone how can help us with 
what Kari Krover added…she’s a really good shooter, incredible passer knows game 
very well, her international experience will be a huge piece. But both Hersler and 
Luiana add that moving without the basketball, attention to your defender…we tend 
to ball-watch a lot in youth basketball in the United States, and they don’t do it in 
Europe, so they’ve really brought that awareness away from the basketball at a 
different level…plus they’re just hilarious to be around, so we’ve had a good time.” 
 
On summer availabil ity and access: 
Cori: “It’s a real responsibility to our game. I think that women’s basketball has to 
make progress on in fundamentals and our skills, and we have to progress. I think 



that summer access was really needed for us. At the same time, it’s really a hard 
balancing act. We’ve talked a lot, Atonye is on our leadership class…what’s the 
balance of that improvement but also to let them have a summer…what’s the 
burnout quotient, and manage their bodies well…I think it’s going to take us a few 
years to find right rhythm. Overall it’s a major plus for development of our game. 
Having them work on correct things, having them have that aspect of coaches 
influence…I think when you go play pickup, it’s a good thing on separate level, but 
when you have that skill time it creates better and better habits and I think its huge 
for our game.” 
 
On Atonye and Thea’s leadership: 
Atoney: “I think we compliment each other…Thea is the goofy, talkative, say-whatever 
example on the court and I am the aggressive get it done competitive…and we both 
have tremendous competitive spirits…we argue about a lot of things, we’re very 
argumentative and we’re trying to bring out teammates with us along. We also live 
right above each other, so we’re practically roommates. And I just think that we’re 
like yin and yang, whatever I don’t get, she’ll pick up and what she doesn’t see, I’ll 
look at…so I think we’re a great team together.” 
 
On being a player in Pac-12 race: 
Cori: “I think you have to if you’re a competitor…with our team it’s about staying 
focused on the day. Sometimes even with the injuries, anything that could become a 
distraction to us, we’ve got to eliminate…I’m a big believer performance equals 
potential minus interferences and we’ve all been apart of teams with 
interferences…it could be drama, selfishness, injuries, it could be whatever else. I 
think to the extent that we can minimize any interferences, will be to the extent that 
this team performs at a championship level. Some of the younger players have had 
depended upon roles, so it’s gonna be a different style, but I really believe that their 
potential is just as high.” 
 
On versati l i ty and what it  does for the players:  
Atonye: “Being versatile is always fun…as I’ve said before, you get in where you fit in. 
I can be up on the perimeter or I can be in the post banging with 6’3” and 6’5”…if 
you’re a true competitor, you’ll always find a way, no matter where coach is going to 
put you or place you…that’s what basketballs about, it’s about learing and adapting 
and doing you within that system. Some of the tools that even John Wooden has 
placed in our system - you have to adapt, you have to change, and you have to be 
versatile. You do x y and z but can also do this…it makes game fun.” 
Cori: “I think we have a responsibility…most of our players, I think about 75-80% of 
our players that come in now want to play professionally, either oversees or in the 
WNAB…you have to be able to move without the ball, versatility is a higher 
commodity, even at that level. We can manipulate players as coaches and probably 
have a lot of success at that level. But if you’re trying to facilitate their dreams, then 
versatility has to be apart of you development program…it’s more about them making 
plays, to recognize and make plays on their own. Literally in our practice Atonye has 
played everything form a one to a five and anything in between, so now she’s more 



equipped, and she’s going to be a professional player and her ability to do multiple 
things makes her a better commodity on that level.” 
 
On Savannah Trapp and if  transition wil l  be tough: 
Cori: “Yes I think so, we’re redshirting Savannah with 90% likelihood, that’s exactly it. 
She’s already gained 12 pounds since she’s been here and has worked hard muscle 
wise. But it’s interesting, every year I analyze the sweet 16 teams down to every 
possession…and the second biggest indicator of an offensive proficiency: the first 
one is if you create a live ball turnover, your percentages on the offensive side are 
going to be really high…but the second biggest is a blocked shot that stays in 
bounds…Savannah Trapp can help with that…not only the ones that she blocks, but 
also the ones she alters. I’m not allowed to say their names, but we’ve signed some 
incredible guards and players with versatility she will then join that class and she’s 
able to facilitate the style of fast break that’s really really fun. She has good hands 
and a great work ethic and great perspective. With a whole year of working hard, it’s 
going to take time, she’s starting at ground zero, and what she can grow into is 
promising.” 
 
On officiating changes: 
Kori: “We have a closed scrimmage on Sunday and we’re going to allow them to call 
it, but we aren’t going to allow them to fowl out. I only have five players that I’m 
practicing with, we’ll have more in the next few weeks…but Atonye is a really physical 
player and is aggressive and we’re going to need to adjust…there’s no margin of error 
for us. It’s going to be very very important that we field it out quickly, we understand 
that, and we make adjustments, It’s going to make a major impact on us in the early 
in the season. I think we’re going to play more zone, not just because of our depth, 
but as a result of that…there’s going to be a learning curve with this new officiating 
and I think I have got to be proactive to put outselves in the position to have our best 
players in the game in the most number of minutes which is 40. I do think this is 
going to be very interesting to watch.” 
 
On relationship with Coach Steve Alford: 
Kori: “It’s been really fun, with their staff….and his assistant, Ed Schilling is married 
to one of my former players. Our practice time this year is 12-3 MWF and they’re right 
after us and I walk up above and watch their practices so I’ve had a great time 
getting to know their staff and the enthusiasm and change with the men’s program 
has fun to see. I did a speaking circuit with Steven and Jim Mora and it was really fun 
to get to know him and talk some basketball…it’s been an enjoyable transition in 
Westwood for men’s and women’s basketball.” 


